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Founded in 2012, ICONIC Studio is a full-service creative boutique 
studio offering world class architectural/interior design and 
branding services for a variety of different clientele in the Middle 
Eastern region and abroad.

In its architectural practice, the studio fully embraces the idea 
of design pragmatism, following a modern design school in the 
planning and execution of its projects, remaining open to the 
client’s demands while translating their needs into a feasible design 
scheme, whether it is commercial, residential, or conceptual. Both 
functional and aesthetic elements are balanced in every project, 
ensuring that spaces are not only platforms of free expression, but 
also practical and fully customized for the client.

ABOUT US AND SERVICES 01 INTERIOR DESIGN & EXECUTION
Our Services start from the initial conceptual phase all the way to 
execution and consultancy.

02 FURNITURE PRODUCTION
We provide custom made furniture pieces using the finest materials 
that are carefully manufactured with high quality.

03 EXTERIOR DESIGN & LANDSCAPE
We offer artistic compositions to emphasize on outdoor areas design, 
achieving environmental and aesthetic outcomes.

04 INTERIOR STYLING
We offer artistic compositions to emphasize on outdoor areas design, 
achieving environmental and aesthetic outcomes.
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OUR CLIENTS
We are proud to have worked with those brands.
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AHMED YOUSRY
CO-FOUNDER & CHIEF EXECUTIVE OFFICER

Ahmed started off his career in “Wave Furniture” as a Sales 
Executive for one year, to be an Interior Designer for another
year ending up to be the Senior Interior Designer leaving a
strongprint and elite taste on their designs for a third year.
He then worked as a freelance for few months, and in 2012,
he established “ICONIC Design Studio” with a clear vision of 
providing premium design solutions.

ADHAM AFIFY
CO-FOUNDER & HEAD OF INTERIOR DESIGN STUDIO

Adham began his journey at Aura, part of 69 Group, where he 
was involved in the home accessories and lighting fixtures trade. 
Gaining marketing and design experience, Adham went on to 
work for Aura Design Studio in 2011. In 2012, he joined Shewekar 
Gharably Design Studio. Later in 2012, Adham decided to start 
his own independent practice himself keeping his designs both 
practical and functionally realistic.

YEHIA IDLBI
CO-FOUNDER & HEAD OF BRANDING STUDIO

Yehia’s experience began with Frogcell, a branding studio in 
Cairo. Later, Idlbi joined JWT Cairo as an Art director executing 
ATL campaigns for Egypt’s top brands. He moved to Impact BBDO 
to continue the creative journey. In 2015, he moved to Y&R Cairo 
office. Idlbi founded the Branding Studio in ICONIC Design Studio 
late 2015 and has been executing his vision for the ideal design 
studio making use of his experience.

THE FOUNDERS
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AYA HOSNY
SENIOR GRAPHIC DESIGNER

After graduating the faculty of applied arts, graphic and 
advertising department in 2013, Aya started her career in social 
media in Arktech Digital Agency. Aya then joined the branding 
team in Fruits Branding Agency for a duration that enriched her 
knowledge and enhanced her skills. She later joined N2G Group 
as a creative designer. In 2017 she joined ICONIC Design Studio as 
Senior Graphic Designer.

AYA ASSEF
SENIOR INTERIOR DESIGNER

Aya’s experience began in furniture production as a Technical 
Engineer for MINART Fine Furniture for 4 months. She then moved 
to work for TND Design as a project coordinator for the execution 
of showrooms for KOLEKSIYON. Later Aya spent almost three years 
working for CDA Studio starting as a Junior Interior Designer then 
Senior Interior Designer. In 2016, Aya joined ICONIC Design Studio as 
a Senior Interior Designer.

MAHMOUD SOBHY
SENIOR INTERIOR ARCHITECT 

Mahmoud started his career after graduation as junior interior 
designer at Kharbotly Consultant Company where he spent 6 
months. He gained all the required knowledge that allowed him to 
join Effect Company for about a year, where he boosted his skills by 
working on lots of projects. He joined ICONIC Design Studio as an 
Interior Designer since March 2017 giving ICONIC new edge of fresh 
design concepts and ideas.

THE CREATIVE

TEAM
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SHADY NAGY 
CLIENT RELATIONSHIP MANAGEMENT DIRECTOR

Shady’s experience in client servicing has started early on 
in Vodafone as a Customer Service Analyst all the way to a 
Business Unit Project Manager in Sykes, responsible for Sony 
Europe customer support serving 5 countries. He then moved to 
Reflections Digital Agency for a year. In July 2017 he joined our 
team to be our CRM Director where he and his team added value 
to our agency and clients.

SAFWA EHAB
MARKETING EXECUTIVE

Safwa started as a media monitor in a governmental party for 5 
months. She then worked as a journalist at “El Ahram & Youm 7” 
for a year. Her journey in the advertising field started as a junior 
account manager/copy writer at “Cultark Digital agency” for 6 
months then she moved to join “iCareer” as a media specialist. In 
2016 Safwa joined ICONIC Design Studio as a Marketing Executive 
adding great value to the agency.

MOHAMED ABUELHASSAN
SENIOR ACCOUNTANT

Mohamed graduated from Business Administration in the year 
2010, and started working as a Customer Care Representative 
in a telecom company. There he learnt an edge in customer 
satisfaction and patience. In 2015 he joined the ICONIC
Design Studio as a skilled accountant that knows more than just 
numbers, but a strong pillar that enriches the whole
ICONIC experience. 

SUPPORT

FUNCTION
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R
The thought of re-doing any part of your home, no matter the scale, can 
seem overwhelming. But these following projects are proofs there are 
easy, creative and efficient ways to get it done. Check out these amazing 
transformations and get inspired for your own residential project.

RESIDENTIAL01

01
02
03
04

MODERN RESIDENTIAL APARTMENT
CLASSIC RESIDENTIAL APARTMENT
CONTEMPORATY RESIDENTIAL APARTMENT
ULTRA MODERN RESIDENTIAL APARTMENT
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MODERN RESIDENTIAL

APARTMENT

This villa was dreamt of as modern yet 
classy fantasy; check out here how this 

dream became a reality.

SPACE  400 m2
LOCATION  New Cairo
CLIENT  Mostafa Korani
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CLASSIC RESIDENTIAL

APARTMENT

Memories transform a bunch of bricks and 
stones to a lovely home, and our client 
wanted their home to be comfortable 

while staying classic, check out one of our 
favorite projects. 

SPACE  350 m2
FLOORS  Three
LOCATION  Diar Park
CLIENT  Ehab Ramez
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CLASSIC

RESIDENTIAL

APARTMENT

SPACE  550 m2
FLOORS  Three
LOCATION  Diplo
CLIENT  Moataz Osman

 Contemporary architecture has no rules! We just take off all 
the limits on our client’s mind and craft their favorite details 
with passion and excellence to reflect what their dream life 
on their home. Check our contemporary style in furnishing 
one of our clients’ home. 
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SPACE  500 m2
FLOORS  Two
LOCATION  El Obour City
CLIENT  Haitham Mohamed

MODERN RESIDENTIAL

APARTMENT

This villa was dreamt of as modern yet 
classy fantasy; check out here how this 

dream became a reality.
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O
OFFICE SPACE

01
02
03
04
05

KANDIL STEEL HEADQUARTERS
VEZEETA HEADQUARTERS
SHAHIN COFFEE HEADQUARTERS
TEXMAR FABRICS HEADQUARTERS
KANDIL STEEL BOOTH

02
From small workspaces to mega offices; our experience in the office 
furnishing solutions has reached the biggest names in different fields. 
Check out some of our favorite projects
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KANDIL STEEL

HEADQUARTERS

Inspired by Kandil products; we gave their office the look 
and feel of their competitive advantage: Strength! 

All the lines are bold; the texture is thick while the black 
goes perfectly with the grey to give an overwhelming 

feeling for what the brand really stands for.

SPACE  1500 m2
FLOORS  Three
LOCATION  Obour City
CLIENT  Kandil Steel
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VEZEETA HEADQUARTERS

Vezeeta application is considered as the 
sweet spot between being informative 
while staying functional, and that was 
reflected in the office space that we 

enjoyed designing with large open spaces 
and modern furniture. 

SPACE  1500 m2
FLOORS  Three
LOCATION  Heliopolis
CLIENT  Vezeeta
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SHAHIN COFFEE

HEADQUARTERS

The brief was to give this office 
space the same spirit that the brand 

has, so we stayed brown same as 
an excellent coffee cup while being 
functional with large open spaces 

and modern furniture. 

SPACE  650 m2
FLOORS  Single
LOCATION  Douki
CLIENT  Shahin Coffee
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TEXMAR FABRICS

HEADQUARTERS

Spacious, functional, modern and efficient 
are the key elements behind re-doing the 
office space for Texmar, It simply became 
an office that one would be motivated to 

go to every morning.

SPACE  1500 m2
FLOORS  Three
LOCATION  Obour City
CLIENT  Texmar Fabrics
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SPACE  200 m2
FLOORS  Two
LOCATION  Big Five Exhibition
CLIENT  Kandil Steel

CLASSIC RESIDENTIAL

APARTMENT

Don’t get the wrong impression by the word booth, 
because Kandil booth was so big that it could 

include several booths inside! 

We put on all of our teams’ efforts and experience in 
order to come up with a design that big! It includes 
a bar, a small meeting room, several seating areas 
divided between the two levels! We also used the 
identity colors along with heartwarming brighter 

colors to welcome all the visitors and give them the 
feeling of how grandiose Kandil Steel can go.
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C
COMMERCIAL

01
02
03
04

RAMY MAHER SPARE PARTS RETAIL
EISH W GEBNA RESTAURANT
INCA & CO FABRICS SHOWROOM
PRIMOS PIZZA RESTAURANT

03
We believe successful commercial design begins with a practical 
conversation. We look at the entirety of aspirations for a commercial 
project and develop strategies for a wide range of development models 
by using an integrated process model with value management and 
quality assurance that we take pride in having.
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RAMY MAHER

SPARE PARTS RETAIL

Luxurious and durable; just like the German car that our 
client is selling, we gave that store a touch of modernism 

that can be seen through the walls and furniture while 
not cluttering the store in order to not to distract the eye 

from falling in love with the BMW’s.

SPACE  150 m2
FLOORS  Single
LOCATION  New Cairo
CLIENT  Ramy Maher Spare Parts
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EISH W GEBNA RESTAURANT

From the minute you step inside the restaurant it’s clear to your 
eye what this place is about, our team used the main elements 

of the logo –the bread and cheese- in designing the walls in 
an eye-catching installments while implementing the identity 

colors all over the place.

SPACE  160 m2
FLOORS  Single
LOCATION  G Out Mall- New Cairo
CLIENT  Eish w Gebna
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INCA & CO FABBRICS

SHOWROOM

As this brand is already about colors and life, 
we used minimal solid colors in the interior of 
the store so that the eye don’t miss the vibrant 

colors of the fabrics, while using simple yet 
welcoming furniture so that the customers feel 

at ease while shopping.

SPACE  100 m2
FLOORS  Single
LOCATION  Downtown- New Cairo
CLIENT  Inca & Co Fabrics
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PRIMOS PIZZA

RESTAURANT

Primo’s pizza promises their customer the real taste of 
American pizza and we worked on that same promise 
as we designed the place to give the exact same spirit 

as they are dining in America.

Take your time admiring the details of the American 
pizza experience from the red wide couches to the vast 
transparent walls that allow the maximum amount of 

sunlight inside, it’s all American! 

SPACE  150 m2
FLOORS  Single
LOCATION  105 Mall - New Cairo
CLIENT  Primos Pizza
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A
ARCHITECTURE

01
02
03
04

KANDIL STEEL EXTERIOR
THE ARC RESIDENTIAL BUILDING
SAM RESIDENTIAL BUILDING
ALSHARQ RESIDENTIAL BUILDING

Our solutions result from a collaborative process that encourages our 
multidisciplinary teams to research alternatives, share knowledge and 
imagine new ways to solve the challenges of our built environment.

Our architecture responds to the needs and aspirations of our clients 
and communities. We give form and meaning to rooms, buildings and 
landscapes, always balancing internal functions with external demands of 
site, climate and culture.

04
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KANDIL STEEL

EXTERIOR

SPACE  1500 m2
FLOORS  Three
LOCATION  Obour City
CLIENT  Kandil Steel

Kandil Steel is considered the first and the biggest steel 
sheets manufacturer in the Middle East, so in order to 
reflect that on their building we didn’t use many lines 
as much as we kept it solid and plain, the architectural 
design seems minimal but the longer you look at it the 
greater the details become. 
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THE ARC RESIDENTIAL BUILDING

The challenge that The Arch was facing is how a real 
estate project could stand out amongst one of the 
heaviest weight competitions markets in Egypt, El 

Tagamou’. So we decided to use Moroccan style; with 
Islamic oriental lines that no eye could ever miss, the 
details were crafted in the entrance, exterior, interior 

and even the lighting styles.   

SPACE  1300 m2
FLOORS  Four
LOCATION  New Cairo
CLIENT  The Arc Residence
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SAM RESIDENTIAL BUILDING

“Keep it green, keep it modern yet keep simple.” That 
was the brief and this is what we came up with, Please 
take your time watching every detail of the project that 

was crafted was care, passion and efficiency.

SPACE  1200 m2
FLOORS  Three
LOCATION  New Cairo
CLIENT  Ahmed Essam
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The uniqueness behind Al Sharq real estate 
project is that it combines modern architecture 
with durability and efficiency so that the 
building can easily include all facilities needed 
while making the best use of space.

AL SHAQ RESIDENTIAL

BUILDING

SPACE  1200 m2
FLOORS  Four
LOCATION  New Cairo
CLIENT  El Sharq
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Thank You
Feel free to contact us anytime, our representatives are ready for you and 

are available through these contacts

(+202) 267 832 86
(+201) 118 772 664

VILLA 309, 90TH STREET, EL NARGES 2, 
5TH SETTLEMENT, NEW CAIRO.

INFO@ICONIC-DS.COM
WWW.ICONIC-DS.COM


